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Abbreviated abstract: The NPS is a measure used by several companies as indicator of customer loyalty.

Studies that address its statistical properties are still scarce and none of them considered a Bayesian approach

neither the sample size determination problem. We provide point and interval estimators for the NPS and

discuss the sample size determination. Computational tools in the R language were implemented to use this

methodology in practice.
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Introduction

• Reichheld (2003) proposed a statistics called Net Promoter Score (NPS) that may be used by a company as an indicator 
of customer loyalty;

• Ask the question: “How likely is it that you would recommend [company X] to a friend or colleague?”;

• Reichheld (2003) suggested that the response to the aforementioned questions must be on a 0 to 10 rating scale.

• An estimate of the NPS is computed as the 
difference between the proportions (or
percentages) of “promoters” and “detractors”.

• Rocks (2016) discuss interval estimation 
techniques for the NPS in a frequentist 
approach
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Methods
• Model

• Minimum sample size (Average length criterion)

- Let be the proportions of detractors, passives and promoters in the customer population,
respectively. Then, the NPS in the respective population is given by .

- Let be the numbers of customers categorized as detractors, passives and promoters, respectively,
in the customer sample of size .

- Bayesian model:

- With the posterior distribution it is possible to make inference for the NPS drawing values from the Dirichlet;

- We obtained simple expression for the posterior mean and variance of the NPS.

where is the HPD interval length of probability                   for   ,        is the 
sample space associated to        and              is the marginal probability function of the outcomes.

Minimum     such that :
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0.399 0.074 (0.256, 0.542)

Results and Conclusions

• Example: For  100 = (14, 31, 55) and      = (1, 1, 1), the Bayesian inference for NPS is:

Mean SD HPD (95%)

Histogram of a NPS posterior sample

ALC minimum sample size

• We developed an R package; 


